The twenty minutes of edited video footage from the fourteenth-century congregational Mosque of Yazd in Iran engages Henri Lefebvre's definition of a monument as: determined by what may take place there and consequently by what may not take place there, (prescribed/ proscribed, scene/obscene) J Proscribed activities do take place at the Mosque, but they are transgressive. I chose to shoot and edit the communal, nonritual activities of the Mosquethe activities which occur "between prayers"and I privileged moments of authority and transgression, work and play. The caretakers, the regulators of the space, constitute almost archetypal figures of authority controlling what is allowed, and what is not, while children and young men are figures of transgression, animating the Mosque with proscribed activities.
Neither the figures of authority within the Mosque nor those of transgression are stable. The camera participates in shifting the activities of the individual from prescribed to proscribed or vice versa. For example, I had requested that the caretaker, All Yarmir, use the camera to record his favorite places in the Mosque; he unexpectedly turned the lens on his friend in imitation of my own interviews. AN, operating a small Hi-8 video camera, is ridiculed for his "play:" "You're very busy?" taunts his friend, "You're shooting film!" HADIHIOGLU/ 61
The children, although proscribed from playing in the Mosque -"they have to play in the lane"play carefree in several spaces of the Mosque including the mihrab (two girls run between their praying mothers). "Capturing" such behavior prescribes itthe children are validated by the camera; the camera also discourages the caretakers from admonishment. Focusing study on the "obscene," by definition, renders it a "scene."
/HADIMIOGLU
In recording the prescribed and proscribed functions of the monument, the edited video also highlights what is generally proscribed from our archival practices. Instead of constructing a "scene" that focuses on the monument as a built artifact, the video presents the lived occupation of the Mosquewhat would conventionally be relegated to outside the camera's frame or edited out of the final product. As such, the figures of authority, the caretakers, and the figures of transgression, the children, stand in for the unstable identity of the scholar herself.
HADIMIOGLU/ 63
Although I ostensibly present the edited footage in an academic context, as a "document" of study, the highlighted instability of authority and transgression implies the instability of the status of my own work. The incorporation into the video of footage shot by the Mosque's regular inhabitants problematizes my "play" as an outsider. Yet, the disparate quality of our images and the respective size of our cameras provide evidence of my own apparent "authority" in relation to these local "authorities" and to the work. Within the video, my work is explicitly thrown into the discourse of the prescribed and proscribed activities of the Mosque. This is apparent in an overheard discussion between a few local young men and the head caretaker, Haji Abbas: et /HADIHIOGLU
